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Getting Started
It’s easy! Just sign up and take a look around. Connect with some friends. Find out about courses, set up a project or join a club. And let us know if you need help. (Image credit)

In The Spotlight
"In the Spotlight" Archives
We won’t be spotlighting weekly sites over the summer, but check out our archives of all the great work we’ve featured previously.

Courses
ARCH3630/4830 Solar Decathlon
active 5 hours, 17 minutes ago
ARCH 3630 - Advanced Detailing Studio
ARCH 4830 - Coastal Tech: Special Topics
An in-depth study and survey of [...] See All

Projects
Thomas Ahrens International Work/Study Programs—Paris
active 1 hour, 1 minute ago
Selected Hospitality Management students take part in an exchange program with students from Université d’Evry [...] See More

Clubs
Hospitality Garden Club
active 1 day, 19 hours ago
The Garden is a project that teaches students and faculty about the excitement and nuance of growing flowers and […] See More

Portfolios
Hosna Ara’s ePortfolio
active 14 hours, 59 minutes ago
Hi, this is Hosna Ara. Welcome all to my eportfolio. See More
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Documentation

Leave a reply

This video is a decent piece of documentation because it demonstrates an easy and fast method of adding volume to hair. Hair loss has always been a big worry to many men around the world. As men grow older they are facing hair loss problems which makes them self-conscious and upset. Dre Drexler is a young fellow who shows how to make hair look thicker and fuller. He demonstrates this process, step by step by adding all the hair products to his own hair first. The outcome was truly amazing.
Research really is restricted!

This long and thought provoking article titled *The politics of research* By Brian Martin, is based on the longer book titled *information liberation*. It was amazing for me to see that knowledge unless relevant to some big powerful corporation was not really researched by people just because of funding. For example if a scientist finds a new discovery that may help aid some disease which is not really funded the scientist may just let it go. But when talking about finding cures for such diseases like aids all research and time usually goes into that because its heavily funded.

This article had many different views on intellectuals and why people mainly seek knowledge. “why do we go to school and seek higher education?” the simple answer is just to make more money. We end up working for big corporations which in the end makes us sell the knowledge we gaining while educating ourselves.
LIB 1201 Topics

digital text
  * formats
the media landscape
  * web 2.0
  * access/digital divide
  * plagiarism
fair use
  * metadata
  * social media

non-text media
  * media concentration
  * alternative media
politics of research
  * privacy
  * copyright
open access
  * search engines
  * documentation
evolving syllabus

keeping up with external developments

AND

students’ lived experiences
alternative media

definitions

U.S. alternative/underground media

Non-U.S. media as alternative media
copyright

wide variety of attitudes among students

copyright viewed positively as a means to wealth/career
technology

students’ experience with technology informs discussion
Cleaning By Example:

“An example of process documentation is cleaning an AR-15 bolt carrier group. The process is very simple. It involves you disassembling the upper and lower in two parts, pulling the BCG and charging handle out of the rifle. It is surprisingly simple that even a kid can do it (maybe a caveman too...)”
He didn’t mention it in the video, and he should have, but usually people use water and soap, a cloth or a brush to clean their records that can lead to further damaging a record if you do it incorrectly.

So this is a short how to video showing you the best way to clean your vinyl records. If you buy or collect record albums like me you know that they are very prone to dust and dirt and have to be cleaned regularly to maintain the sound quality and to keep them from damage. Using wood glue is a trick that is used a lot by record store employees to really get dirt deep in the grooves. In the video he tells us the best type of glue that will work for this because you have to be able to peel off the glue later. He demonstrates how to apply the glue on the record and offers some tips on how to peel it off and to clean up any residue it might leave behind. It was a very insightful video for me because I have some dirty records that are starting to sound really bad, a lot of static and skipping, but I didn’t want to clean them with water and soap because I know tap water leaves a lot of minerals behind that can mess up the sound quality even more. He didn’t mention it in the video, and he should have, but usually people use water and soap, a cloth or a brush to clean their records that can lead to further damaging a record if you do it incorrectly.
future plans
questions for the audience